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Greatness is the result of commitment to 
values practiced uninterrupted for years on 
end. And for Koyenco group this maxim has 
been with them for the last 40 years. Born as a 
small enterprise Koyenco group now stands tall 
in the vanguard of Kerala’s industrial profile.  



“ Since we began trading over 40 years, a great many 
things have changed. But one thing has alwayas 
remained the same. It is our objective to provide you 
with the very best products and services that are value 
for money.’’

TOGETHER AHEAD



One of the leading industrial powers of Kerala, with vast interests in myriad business verticals, Koyenco 
Group is the creation of Mr. P.P Koya, a doyen of the enterprising face of Kerala and a visionary 
businessman who dreamed only to achieve them. Over the past 50 years, Koyenco group has grown to 
become a towering corporation with subsidiary companies producing goods and services of quality and 
affordability. 
  
Headquartered in Calicut, Kerala, Koyenco Group comprises of multiple and diverse ventures that include 
iron and steel, solvent extraction, exports, petroleum imports, real estate, cattle feed manufacturing and 
automobile retailing and servicing. Now the company is all set to launch a consumer product wing aimed 
at providing fabric care, personal care and home care products that excel in quality and affordability.

About us



KOYENCO EXPELLERS Pvt.Ltd.

KOYENCO SOLVENT EXTRACTORS Pvt. Ltd.

Began as a trading concern at Big Bazaar in Calicut, 
the group realized the business potential of coconut 
and its value added products. Since quality coconut 
oil is a sought after commodity in markets in India 
and abroad, the group set up an expeller plant to 
extract high quality oil from copra. Branded as 
Favorit, this premier venture proved to be a 
success, giving sinew and energy to the group to 
expand its purview of operations. Supported by an 
ordered FMCG dealer network, Favorit became the 
choice cooking medium for consumers. Later, the 
group launched two more cooking oil brands, 
‘Koyenco Gold’ RBD Palmolein and ‘Koyenco Plus’ 
Gingelly Oil, both of which are now exported to the 
GCC. 

The copra cakes that remain after the extraction of 
edible coconut oil still have significant oil content in 
them. Koyenco group foresaw the prospect of 
extracting this oil by means of solvent extraction and 
established the first solvent extraction plant in 
Malabar. The concern produces quality solvent 
extracted oil which is a valuable raw material for 
soap industry. The group is now a recognized 
enterprise winning awards for being the largest 
processor of copra cake in India. The de-oiled 
premium copra cake produced by the firm is 
marketed as Nandini, a nutrient rich livestock feed 
that has become the preferred cattle feed brand in 
the state. 



KOYENCO FEEDS Pvt. Ltd.

Authorized dealer of world’s largest two wheeler 
manufacturer – Hero Motor Corp, Koyenco Mobikes 
is a renowned concern driven by the core ideals of 
customer satisfaction and excellent service. With its 
outstanding service records, Koyenco Mobikes has 
raised the bench mark of quality service of two 
wheeler dealerships in Kerala. The professionalism, 
skill and attitude of personnel combined with 
advanced service machinery and systemic 
administrative infrastructure help the enterprise 
make timely completion of customer requirements. 
Koyenco Mobikes is guided by the same principles 
and operational ethics laid down by the group for all 
its subsidiaries and as such, it has earned the 
credibility and affection of thousands of satisfied 
customers and won the award “Best show room in 
India” in the year 1999.

The organization’s quest for the optimal utilization of 
de-oiled copra resulted in the establishment of 
Koyenco Feeds Pvt. Ltd. that produces high quality 
livestock feed. The concern’s primary produce, 
Sunandini is an ISI certified and popular cattle feed 
brand marketed in India and now exported 
overseas. Giving due emphasis on quality, nutrient 
balance and affordability, Sunandini has been 
catering to the varied needs of cattle farmers of 
Kerala for decades fostered by the trust bestowed 
upon it by millions of customers. In collaboration 
with Guyomarch, France, Koyenco Feeds Pvt. Ltd. 
is the first to introduce Bypass Protein cattle feed 
and high nutrient goat feed in the state. 

KOYENCO MOBIKES



KOYENCO HOSPITALITY

KOYENCO TEA PLANTATION

Hospitality sector of the state is booming at an 
unprecedented rate and the Koyenco Group of 
companies is intent on entering this promising 
business vertical. Plans are being drawn to launch 
resorts, restaurant chains and business class hotels 
in various locations of the state. Decades of 
enterprising capacity the organization has amassed 
so far, will be optimized to make the projects as 
successful and ambitious as its other subsidiaries. 
Businesses under Koyenco Hospitality will be 
providing world class comfort and service to guests 
national and international.  

One of the largest and fastest growing tea 
plantations in the state, the Koyenco tea plantations 
is located in the Nilgiris. The plantation uses only 
organic manures for the cultivation of tea. From 
picking the tender leaves to packaging the finished 
product, Koyenco plantations go that extra mile in 
ensuring that the tea leaves retain their natural taste, 
color, and aroma. The in-house factory is equipped 
with sophisticated machinery to process the tea 
leaves in highly hygienic conditions. Each stage of 
the production is thoroughly supervised and 
checked for quality precautions. With popularity on 
the rise, the tea products of the Koyenco plantations 
are now exported overseas.



KOYENCO PLATINO CLASSIC MOTORS Pvt.Ltd

Growth and responsibility has always been among 
the core ideals of Koyenco group. It is this 
commitment to contribute to the social wellbeing of 
the poor and destitute that prompted the group to 
establish the Koyenco Foundation. Founded on 1st 
January 1994 by the chairman of the group, 
Koyenco Foundation is a charitable organization 
that assists and empowers the local communities. 
The group has made it their responsibility to ensure 
that the society should benefit from the growth and 
success of the company. Through Koyenco 
Foundation, the group provides financial assistance 
to poor families, sponsors education of struggling 
children and orphans and facilitates various services 
directed towards the economic uplifting of the poor 
and needy. 

The sole dealer of BMW cars in the state, Platino 
Classic is the automobile subsidiary of the Koyenco 
Group. The company consists of two state – of - the 
- art showrooms located in Calicut and Cochin. 
Incorporated in 2007, Platino Classic opened its first 
showroom in Cochin in the same year and opened 
its second showroom in 2011 in Calicut. A third 
showroom has been planned at the state capital.  
With efficient and customer friendly operations, 
Platino Classic caters to the luxury car requirements 
of Kerala with the same commitment and loyalty 
consistent with the group’s core ideals.  

KOYENCO FOUNDATION



KOYENCO Consumer Products Pvt. Ltd.

With over 50 years of enterprising expertise with numerous 
subsidiaries, each a self-sustaining entity upholding the core 
ideas and commitments of the organization, Koyenco Group 
has now decided to widen its operations into consumer 
product market. 
Energized by consecutive success in different business 
verticals, Koyenco Group has now launched a new venture, 
Koyenco Consumer Products Pvt. Ltd. The venture’s core 
objective is to provide quality fabric care, personal care and 
home care products to consumers of all walks of life. The 
company draws its operational order and ethics practiced and 
perfected by Koyenco Group and its subsidiaries. As 
uncompromising as it is on the quality of the products, the 
venture is also insistent on manufacturing products that are 
within the reach of common man.



TOGETHER AHEAD



TOGETHER AHEAD
The result of years of detailed research, the fabric care, personal 
care and home care products from the house of Koyenco are 
made of organics substances. Factors like superior quality, 
safety on skin, fabric protection and color retention top the list of 
priorities that base the manufacturing of these products. Safe 
and affordable, the product range caters to the needs of 
customers of all walks of life. 



100% Vegetarian Ingredients
Gentle on Skin

No Animal Fat
No Harmful Chemicals

BIO VEG

Made from pure vegetable oils Bio Veg is tough on stains but gentle on your hands. A 100% vegetarian 
soap with no animal fats or unnecessary chemicals, Bio Veg works deep to cleanse even the tiniest particle 
of stain or dirt from your cloths and leaves them flamboyant in their original dyes and lively fragrance.

with



100% Vegetarian Ingredients
Gentle on Skin

No Animal Fat
No Harmful Chemicals

SUNMAID

Bring home the ultimate stain buster! With advanced vegetarian washing agents, Sunmaid strikes at the root 
of tricky stains and leaves your clothes all shining and with lovely fragrance. A 100 % vegetarian soap, 
Sunmaid ensures longer material life for your clothes. It protects the original colours of clothes and sports a 
caring nature towards skin. 



MEDI GLOW

Medi Glow comes with the strength to attack and remove even the toughest of stains. Its advanced stain 
lifting agents ensure thorough cleaning of clothes while retaining their original dyes. Made of purely 
vegetarian ingredients with absolutely no unnecessary chemicals, Medi Glow has a gentle regard for your 
hands and a tougher one for stains.

100% Vegetarian Ingredients
Gentle on Skin

No Animal Fat
No Harmful Chemicals



100% Vegetarian Ingredients
Gentle on Skin

No Animal Fat
No Harmful Chemicals

DR. BRIGHT

A blend of pure vegetarian ingredients, Dr. Bright sports the strength to weed out even the strongest of 
stains. Its natural stain removing agents penetrate deep into stain molecules separating them from fabric 
and keeping original dyes intact. A product sans any animal fat, Dr. Bright is gentle on your skin and ensures 
longer life for fabric.



PLATINO XL

Washing will never be as tiresome as it once was. Enriched by coconut oil and effective washing 
compounds Platino XL is next generation bar soap with powerful stain removing capacity. Its natural 
ingredients make sure your hands are protected and your clothes stay in pristine condition. Its active 
cleansing agents go deeper into the fabric to agitate stain molecules and lift even the tiniest particle of dirt.



KANCHANAMAALA

Kanchanamala Bar Soap comes with superb stain removal properties. A unique blend of advanced 
ingredients and natural washing agents, Kanchanamala ensures complete cleansing of your clothes while 
being absolutely safe on skin. Tough on stains, Kanchanamala also ensures the colors of your clothes are 
retained in their original shades. Made to last long in wet conditions, the soap is ideal for quantity washing.



The power of lime is concentrated in the new Limix dish wash bar. Made of effective dish cleansing formula 
Limix is strengthened by natural agents for a thorough removal of oil stains and black deposits. It is an 
advanced cleansing compound suited for every kitchen. The anti-germ formula in the bar eliminates 99.9 % 
of harmful germs while the enhanced lemon extracts ensure mirror like shine and impart a hearty aroma to 
your dishes.

LIMIX



Washing your clothes is going to be a delight! Here comes XL from the trusted house of Koyenco Group. An 
innovation in the field of detergents, XL packs the power to wrench out even the most notorious stains of our 
age! Ideal for both manual and machine wash, XL stems from years of advanced research and improvement. 
XL guards the original dyes of clothes and protects its fabric so well that even after continuous washing your 
clothes will stay as charming as if new.

XL DETERGENT POWDER



XTRA WHITE

Get that extra cleansing today with the new Xtra White from the house of Koyenco. Xtra White is an 
innovative bar soap with advanced cleansing agents. The color protection feature in Xtra White makes it an 
ideal washing agent for both single colored and multicolored clothes. The ingredient mix in the bar is tuned 
to protect their original colors. Capable of lifting both fresh and old stains by working deep at the fabric, Xtra 
White ensures maximum cleansing of clothes and leaves them with an enchanting scent.



Immerse yourself in the goodness of rich almond oil and milk proteins with the new LaMeo coming from the 
trusted house of Koyenco. Enriched with real almond oil and milk proteins LaMeo nourishes your skin while 
cleansing it from deep within. A product of careful research, LaMeo will give your skin a captivating radiance 
and elegance that you dream of having.

Let your skin glow caressed by the exquisite extract of the English lavender. LaMeo is the lavender flavored 
bath soap brought to you by the Consumer Products wing of the Koyenco Group. The soap is unique in that 
it consists of real lavender petal extracts along with skin cleansing agents that purify your skin from deep 
within. A product of careful research, LaMeo will give your skin a captivating radiance and elegance that you 
dream of having.

LAMEO (LAVENDER)

LAMEO (ALMOND & MILK)

LAMEO (ROSE PETALS)
Get that extra cleansing today with the new Xtra White from the house of Koyenco. Xtra White is an 
innovative bar soap with advanced cleansing agents. The color protection feature in Xtra White makes it an 
ideal washing agent for both single colored and multicolored clothes. The ingredient mix in the bar is tuned 
to protect their original colors. Capable of lifting both fresh and old stains by working deep at the fabric, Xtra 
White ensures maximum cleansing of clothes and leaves them with an enchanting scent.

LAMEO



MASTERWASH

As the name rightly denotes, Master Wash is indeed a master in washing and cleanliness. A product of years 
long research, this unique combination of dirt repellants and glitter additives makes the experience of 
washing hassle free and keeps your clothes clean and shining forever.



MEDI VEG

Medi Veg is a powerful anti-stain bar soap that lifts even the strongest of stains. Made of purely vegetarian 
substances, it doesn’t contain any unnecessary chemicals. Medi Veg ensures thorough cleaning and retains 
the original colors of clothes. Tough on stains, it is gentle on hands and leaves clothes with a hearty and 
lingering fragrance.
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KOYENKO OFFICES



www.koyenco@vsnl.com
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